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Historians of the Atlantic slave trade and the

ter of the study. The intervening chapters narrow

lived experiences of enslaved peoples often share

the analytical focus progressively inward from

the difficult task of seeking elusive historical an‐

the Atlantic world to Brazil; to Rio and the African

swers in a fragmented, far-flung, and indirect

slave community within Rio; to the lay brother‐

body of historical evidence. In this book, Mariza

hood itself; and finally to ethnic and religious

de Carvalho Soares examines lay brotherhoods

identity, diversity, conflict, and dynamics within

and the religious and ethnic identities of African

the brotherhood.

slaves in eighteenth-century Rio de Janeiro, focus‐
ing particularly on slaves from the Mina coast, in
order to draw out new complexity in, as she de‐
scribes it, the existing literature’s focus on eco‐
nomic relations and the Angola-dominated image
of African culture in this region of colonial Brazil.
The book is organized as a wide-to-narrow analy‐
sis of a very specific group of slaves in Rio de
Janeiro, beginning with a chronologically and geo‐
graphically sweeping discussion of Portuguese ex‐
plorations of the west African coast and entry into
the slave trade in chapter 1, and ending with an
analysis in chapter 6 of a group of Mahi, one eth‐
nic subgroup from the Mina coast operating with‐
in the Brotherhood of Santo Elesbão and Santa
Efigênia, the lay brotherhood that lays at the cen‐

For scholars interested in the slave trade on
either side of the Atlantic, this book offers a high‐
ly useful consideration of the existing secondary
literature and the known primary records. Soares
also provides insightful original arguments and
commentary on areas yet to be studied. Soares’s
analysis is centered around a series of baptism
records of enslaved and freed Africans from eigh‐
teenth-century Rio de Janeiro. Her analysis of
these records is quantitatively nuanced and thor‐
oughly explained as to its strengths and limita‐
tions as a data set (see pages 8-9, for example).
Her analysis is also qualitatively imaginative and
flexible, as for example on page 67, where she ob‐
serves that the names given to slaves at their bap‐
tisms reveal the “personal values or social calcula‐
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tions of their masters, who gave them those
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names.” In addition, she analyzes a wide array of

analysis of the images in the center of the mono‐

other carefully amassed records with impressive

graph. Soares includes a series of highly interest‐

feel for both statistical significance and historical

ing images as a series of plates, including title

imagination, and when it is appropriate she em‐

pages from important documents that she ana‐

ploys different methods to shed light on her sub‐

lyzes and eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

ject.

paintings by two European artists (Carlos Julião
and Jean Baptiste Debret) depicting African cul‐

Among the original arguments and ideas that

ture in Rio. These images, however, are not refer‐

Soares develops, one of the most interesting and

enced in the text in any way, which is disappoint‐

potentially most valuable to other scholars is her

ing since the author actually discusses the two

notion of “provenience groups.” Soares constructs

artists in her text, opening up perfect opportuni‐

this idea to understand the ethnic identities of

ties to weave the images into the text as docu‐

African slaves in Brazil, emphasizing a processual

ments, rather than simple illustrations. Given

experience of identity building based on slaves’

Soares’s expression of regret in her introduction

original cultural backgrounds in Africa and on

at her inability to find images to analyze for this

their experiences of displacement during the

project, this failure to take full advantage of the

slave trade and of community building in Rio de

visual documents she does have at her disposal is

Janeiro. She argues that provenience groups re‐

perhaps especially regrettable.

quire the self-grouping of individuals who share
self-identified traits of individual and group iden‐

Despite these critiques, Soares’s monograph is

tity, and an externally applied identity, in this case

an impressively researched and thoughtfully writ‐

one applied onto Mina coast slaves by Brazilian

ten study that makes an important contribution to

society, which the provenience group then appro‐

colonial Brazilian history and to studies of the At‐

priates, acting “in society as some reflection of

lantic slave trade. Historians in these fields will

that identity” (p. 86).

find this an important and insightful book.

This book is full of rich analysis and thought‐

of&#160;

ful argument. One potential drawback, however,
especially to readers coming to the text from out‐
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side of this direct subfield, is the internal organi‐
zation of each chapter. Some of the author’s most

C

important and insightful conceptual arguments--

One

which would arguably be most useful to other
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scholars--are buried deep within her chapters,
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and not framed in the beginning of her chapters
(or separate sections) as a way to understand the

-

material they accompany. Her organization, in

which

short, demands total immersion of the reader. Un‐
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doubtedly, many of her insights reward such care‐

,

ful attention, and yet these arguments might have
been better used to set up her rich documentary
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analysis, rather than following it, asking the read‐
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er to reflect back on her sources and apply these

, and also

ideas in retrospect.
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